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About This Game

A haiku platformer.

It isn't for everyone, but you are welcomed to try it. The game won't take too much time to finish.

It's short and vague.

You just push left, right and sometimes jump.
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Cute and sadistic characters.
I Like that.
. short, but very enjoyable.. I want to make this clear... I hate this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game and I use the word game
loosely. As a concept, I hate this kind of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Like the Shyamalan school of game design
(Look at me, what do I mean what do I mean sort of crap). Despite the game being short, some stages are just to long. The
stages, Fly, Disappear, and Boulder for instance probably accounts for half the game's run time. Game play is simple with no
real complex goals or over arching story so it's not like you're getting an enjoyable game experience either.

STILL, some people like this pseudo game\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and a review shouldn't be based solely on
one's personal opinion but on the merits of the game. In that respect, "Indecision." accomplishes it's goal. It's a weird artsy game
meant to express or invoke some sort of deep thought or experience in the player (at least I think that's the goal) and for all
intents and purposes it functions as a game (That is to say it works and doesn't break in anyway that it's not meant to.) For it's
price tag, the game offers some short time fun as a weird romp through the developers mind that will probably be worth your
money if for no other reason but because it offers a unique experience. So yeah, I recommend it if this is the kind of
weird\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you like. If not, well it's probably going to kind
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you off like it did me.

As for the dev, well they had a weird passion project and they went out and made it a reality and that's cool. Just because I don't
like it doesn't mean that accomplishment is any less amazing.. Fast and fun, getting all the achievements can be a pain. At least
the last one.. Small + short game but throws a few unexpected things at you. It's nice to play something a little weird.. Short,
weird and quite interesting.
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